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Abstract-Suppose E is a uniformly smooth Banach space and 2’ : E --+ 2E is a multivalued 
~hemicontr~tive operator with bounded range. Suppose (on>, (&I, {cn} and (a&), (b&j, {CL> are 
real sequences in [0, l] satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) a,, + b, + cn = a:, + bk + c& = 1, for all n f N; 
(ii) limn...+oo b, = lim,,, bh = lim,,, en = 0; 
(iii) CzzI b, = 00; 
(iv) cm = o(bn). 
Forarbitraryzl,ul,vr E E,definethesequence {z,}~& byz,+l = a,z,+b,qn+&un, 34,, E Ty,, 
n f N; yn = a&zn+bi&+ckv,, %I& E Tz,, n E N, where {u,)r&, {un)Fzl are arbitrary bounded 
sequences in E. Then (z,fz?r converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T. Related results deal 
with the iterative soiutions of nonlinear multivalued &-accretive operator equation f E TX. @ 2003 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Multivalued &hemicontraction, &strongly accretive operator, Xu’s Ishikawa itera 
tion, Real uniformly smooth Banach spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real uniformly Banach space. In the sequel, we denote by J the duality mapping 
from E to 2E* defined by 
J(s) ={s* E ES : ch f*) = lb-II2 I llf*ll =ll4!} f 
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where E* denotes the dual space of E and (., .) denotes the generalized duality pairing between E 
and E*. It is well known [l] that if E is uniformly smooth, then J is single-valued and is uniformly 
continuous on bounded subsets of E. We shall denote the single-valued duality mapping by j. 
Let T : E + 2 E be a multivalued mapping. Then T is said to be multivalued strongly pseudo- 
contractive (see, for example, [2, p. 95]), if there exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that for any 
z, y E E and for any [ E TX, 77 E Ty, there exists a j(z - y) E J(a: - y) such that 
(E - rllj (x - Y)) L 11x - Yl12 - k 11x - Yl12. 
A mapping T is called multivalued +-hemicontractive operator if F(T) = {x E D(T) : 
z E TX} # 0, and there exists a strictly increasing function 4 : [0, +M) + [0, +co) with 
4(O) = 0 such that for any 6 E TX, r] E Tp, there exists a j(x - p) E J(z - p) such that 
(6 - 77,j (x -P)) I 112 - PII - 4 (II~ - PII) lb - Pll . (2) 
A mapping T is called multivalued &strongly accretive operator if there exists a strictly increasing 
function 4 : [0, +co) + [0, +co) with 4(O) = 0 such that for any [ E Tx,q E Ty, there exists a 
j(z - y) E J(z - y) such that 
(E - %j (x - Y)) 2 4 m - Yll) llx - YII (3) 
It is obvious that the definition of multivalued &hemicontractive operator largely extends the 
classes of the single-valued &hemicontractive operator. 
Note that every h-strongly pseudocontractive operator T with a nonempty fixed point set F(T) 
is &hemicontractive. Clearly, every strongly pseudocontractive operator is &strongly pseudo- 
contractive. Let 4(s) = Its, Ic E (0, l), then a &strongly pseudocontractive operator is also a 
strong pseudocontraction. 
The studies on the accretive and pseudocontractive operators have been generalized and ex- 
tended in different directions using advanced techniques (see [l-15]). Due to Browder [l], the 
initial-value evolution equations 
du 
dt+Au=O, u(0) = 210 
can be solved if A is locally Lipschitzian and accretive. An important and useful generalization of 
the theory is called the multivalued case study, which was first introduced by Chang [3] in 1998. 
It has been shown that a wide class of physics problems can be reduced to be the multivalued 
model 
f E~+Ax, x(O) = x0, 
where A is an accretive-type multivalued operator in an appropriate space. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E = B1 and K = [c, oo), where c > 0 is any given constant. Define the 
multivalued operator T : K -+ 2 E by 
{ 
[O, 47 ifa:=c, 
TX = (x - c)2 
1+ (x - c) ’ 
if x > c. 
Observe that T has a unique fixed point p = c E K. Define 4 : [O,oo) + [O,oo) by 4(t) = t/(l+t). 
Hence, 4 is strictly increasing and 4(O) = 0. Now, for all E E TX, x E K, then 
(E - P, x - P) = (El x - I4 
(x - c)3 (2 - cl3 
= 1 + (x - c) = 1 + Ix - cl 
= lx - cl2 - 1 + lx _ Cl Ix-ccI .~x-cl=lz-p~2-f#J(lx-PI)+-Pl, 
implies that T is a multivalued &hemicontractive operator. I 
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In 1995, Liu [12] introduced what he called the Ishikawa and Mann iteration processes Gth 
errors as follows. 
(a) ISHIKAWA ITERATION PROCESSES WITH ERRORS. For K a nonempty subset of E and ?‘. 
K -+ E, the sequence {Z-C,} defined by z1 E K, for all n E N. 
%x+1 = (1 - Q,) 2, + a,Ty, + %L, 
Yn = (1 - P,) x, + PnTGl + ‘-!n, 
where {un>, 1~) c K, {a,), {A) are two sequences in [0, 1) satisfying appropriate conditions, 
and C,“=, IIGII < 0~)~ C,“=, IIsII < 00. 
(b) MANN ITERATION PROCESS WITH ERRORS. With K, E. and T as in Part (a). thr, si’- 
quence {zCn} defined by z1 E K, for all n E N, 
x,+1 = (1 - cu,) z, + CY,TIC, + u,: 
where {cy,} is a sequence in [0, 1) satisfying certain conditions and c,“=, llunll < 00. 
While it is well known that consideration of errors in iterative processes is an important aspect 
of the theory, it is also clear that the iteration processes with errors introduced in (a) and (b) forms 
are not satisfactory. The conditions Cc=1 llunll < co, and C,“=, IIv~II < co are not desirable. 
Recently, Xu [15] and, independently, Chidume [7] introduced the following satisfactory new tyT)f 
Ishikawa and Mann iteration processes with errors. 
[A] ISHIKAWA ITERATION PROCESS WITH ERRORS. (Defined by Xu [15].) 
Let K be a nonempty convex subset of E and let T : K + K be a mapping. For any given 
z1 E K the sequence {zz~}~=~ defined by 
is called the Ishikawa iterative process with errors. Here {un}rzl and {w~}~=~ are two bounded 
sequences in K; {an)Ell {Pn),“,l, {m),“=l, {&),“=,, Ukn)El, and {Tn}Ez3=1 are six sequencchs 
in [O,l] satisfying the conditions 
[B] MANN ITERATION PROCESS WITH ERRORS. (Defined by Xu 1151.) 
With K, E, and T as in Part [A], the sequence {zn} defined by 21 E K, for all n E N. 
x,+1 = &L&l + PXY, + Yn%, 
is called the Mann iterative process with errors where {cu,}~=~, {/3n}~z1, (Y~},“=~ satisfying the 
conditions in [A] with bn = +,, = 0, for all n E W. 
In 1994, Chidume [4] considered the Ishikawa type iteration process for the Lipschitz continuous 
and strongly pesudocontractive mappings in uniformly smooth Banach spaces. In 1996, Ding [8] 
showed that the single-valued Ishikawa iterative sequences with errors under suitable conditions 
could converge strongly to the unique fixed point of a single-valued continuous strongly psell- 
docontractive operator T. Chidume [6] continued the study for some strongly hemicontractivc? 
mappings which is not necessarily continuous. Independently, Osilike [14] proved that the si,nglr;- 
valued Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods could be used to approximate the fixed point of 
the Lipschitz continuous and single-valued $-strongly pseudocontractive mapping T : E --i E. 
where E is a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space for all q > 1. In 1998, the second author 19; 
extended [4,8,14] and proved that the single-valued Ishikawa iteration sequence with errors UII- 
der Liu’s iteration scheme [12] strongly converges to the unique fix&d point of the single-valuf>cl 
continuous @-hemicontractive operator with bounded range. 
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For the normal Ishikawa and Mann iterative processes, in 1998, Chang et al. [3, Theorem 3.31 
obtained the following theorem. 
THEOREM C. (See 131). Let X be a real uniformly smooth Banach space, let K be a bounded 
closed subset of X and let T : K -+ K be a strongly pseudocontractive mapping. Let {an}, {pll} 
be two real sequences satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) 0 I a,, Pn<1,foralln=1,2,...; 
(ii) C,“=, a, = co, a, -+ 0, and ,& + 0 as n ---f cm. 
If F(T), the Axed-points set of T, is nonempty, then for any given x1 E K, the normal Ishikawa 
iteration sequence {x~} defined by 
x,+1 = (1 - a,) x, + anTy,, in = (1 - Pn) xn + Kk, 
for all n = 1,2, . converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T in K. I 
In the meantime, on the same issue, for the new type of Xu’s Ishikawa iteration scheme, Xu [15, 
Theorem 3.31 proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM X. (See (151.) Let X be a real uniformly smooth Banach space, let K be a nonempty 
bounded closed convex subset of X, and let T : K -+ K be a strongly pseudocontractive mapping. 
Let q be a fixed point of T and let the Ishikawa iteration sequence {x,} be defined by 
xl E K, x,+1 = ~nxn + PnTyn + ~nunr yn = &xn + ,&TX, + +nvn, n E W, 
satisfying 
Then {xn} converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T. I 
We note that the result of Huang [9] and Theorem X are significant extensions of several 
important results that have appeared on iterative approximation of fixed points of strongly pseu- 
docontractions and &hemicontractions, while Theorem X provides a better construction to ap- 
proximate the fixed points than the Liu’s Ishikawa iteration scheme with errors, which itself 
better than the normal Ishikawa iteration process without errors. 
It is our purpose in this paper to resolve all these problems in multivalued cases by proving 
that if E is a real uniformly smooth Banach space, and T : E -+ E is a +hemicontraction with 
bounded range, then both the Ishikawa and Mann iteration schemes defined by Xu [15] converge 
strongly to the unique fixed point p of T, for any arbitrary initial point x1 E E. No continuity 
assumption of the operators T is necessary for the convergence. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following lemmas will be needed in the proofs of our main results. 
LEMMA 1. (See [2, Lemma 2.1, p. 971.) Let E be a Banach space and J be a normality duality 
mapping. Then for any given x, y E E, the following inequality holds: 
112 + Yl12 I 11412 + 2(Y,j(X + Y))l for all j(x + Y) E J(x + Y). (4 
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LEMMA 2. Let E be a Banach space and T : E --t 2E be a multivalued @-strongly accretk 
mapping, where 4 : [0, +co) + [0, fco) is a strictly increasing function with f$(O) = 0. For an!. 
given f E E, define a mapping S : E -+2EbySx=f-Tx+x. Thenforanygivenz.yEE 
and for any given [ E Sx, v E Sy, there exists a j(z - y) E J(x - y), such that 
([ - ??,j(x - Y)) 5 lb - !/II2 - 4 (11x - Yll) /lx - Yll 
(That is, the multivalued operator S is a &strongly pseudocontraction.) 
PROOF. For any given < E Sx, 77 E Sy, there exists c E TX, ?j E Ty, such that 
(=f-(-kX, ?l=f-if+y. (5) 
Since T is &strongly accretive, from definition of &strongly accretive operators, there exists n 
j(z - y) E J(a: - y), such that 
(F- ii,.?(x - Y,) 2 4 (lb - YII) IIn: - Yll. 
Hence, from (5), for all j(x - y) E J(x - y), 
([ - q,j(x - Y)) = ((f -F+ x) - (.f - 75 i-Y) ij (x - Y)) 
=(x-y,j(z-y))-(E-~.j(s-Y))Ill~-Yll2-~(ll~:-~Yll~ll~-Yyll~ I 
LEMMA 3. Let p be a fixed point of T, and for arbitrary x1 E E, Jet the lshikawa iteration 
sequence {x,} be defined by 
where {a,), lb), {cn> and {4>, U&j, {CL> are real sequences in [0, l] satisfying the following 
conditions: a, + b, + c, = CAL + bk + CL = 1, for all n E IV; 
Assume {llxn -pII}, {j)y7s -p/J}, and (JJtn - ~~/l} are all bounded, and denote 
-4!l = sup {II& - vnll : xn, in E E, En E Txnr rln E TY,} 
+ sup {I/% - pll : n E N} + sup { jlYIL - pjl : n t N} 
If there exists a strictly increasing function (b : [0, +w) -+ [0, i-co) with 4(O) = 0: such that, for 
all n E N, 
II%+1 - PII I II% - PII2 f Mn - Wd#4Yn - PII)IIYn - Pll. 
where limn+oo A, = 0, then lim,,, /(zn - pj( = 0. 
PROOF. At first, we prove that 
inf { IIyn - plj : n E N} = 0 
Assume 
inf {((y/n - p(( : 72 E N} = 6 > 0, 
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for some real number 6 > 0. That is, for all n E N, 11~~ -p/l 1 6 > 0. From lim,,, A, = 0, 
there exists a natural number IV E N, such that for all n 2 N,n E N, A, - d(5)& 5 0. Then 
from (6);we obtain that 
II%+1 - PV I IIGI - PII - P?dW 
Then 
4 (4 6 g AI = 2 [lb2 - PII2 - II&+1 - PII < co 
n=N n=N 
contradicting to the condition Cz=“=, pn = 00. Thus, inf{ ((yn - p(l : n E N} = 0. 
Then from the well-known Weierstrass-Bolzano theorem, there exists a subsequence {l/yn, - 
pll}~r of the sequence (11~~ - pjl},“=l such that limj,oo IJynj - pll = 0. Combining with 
limj,, llynj - znjII = 0, we know that lim+, llznj - pll = 0. Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then, 
limj,oo (Jz,~ - pJJ = 0 implies that there exists a positive integer jc such that JJz,~ - pJJ < E, for 
all j > jc. Moreover, 
lim & = 0, lim & = 0,’ lim bin = 0, lim +n = 0 
n+oo n+cn 11’00 n-+00 
implies that there exists a positive integer Nc such that for all n 2 No, 
and 
Since & + ,& + ;Yn = 1 for all n E N, and limn+oo ^ pn = 0, limn+oo Tn = 0, then there exists a 
natural number IV,, such that 0 < l/2 2 &,, 5 1, for all n E N, n 2 Nl. 
We shall prove that for all k E N, and j 1 jc such that nj 2 max{Nc,Nr}, nj E N, (Iz,~+~ - 
pII < E. Otherwise, assume 5 j 71 +m is the first point of the subsequence {~~~+~};lo=r such that 
llx7Zj+?Tl - pII 2 E, where nj 1 max{Nc, Nr}, nj E N, m E N. That is, we assume that 
llZTIj -PII <‘Y l12?I~+1-Pll <&> “‘> IlZ7Lj+~-l-Pll <&, but IlX,j+m - PII 2 E. 
Then for all nj 2 max{l\ro, NI}, nj E N, 
llxnj+m-l -pII2 a,,:,e1 IIxnj+m -PII - ?,:+I: Ilrlnj+n-1 -PII - zJ,I+I: IIUnJ+,-l - PII 






I)Ynj+TTI-1 -PII >&j+T?I-1 llZ,j+??l-l -PII -rZlnj+WI-1 ))t9Ij+m-l -PJJ - ?TIj+TTI-l ))%Ij+VL--l -PII 
1 3E 
>yy- E2M - 16M 
&2M=i>O. 
Therefore, from (6)) 
E2 I llxTLj+7Tl -PII 
5 IIIC71j+T71-l -P II2 + P?Ij+m-lX?%j+?71-1 - 2P7Zj+tTX-1$ (IlY7Jj+T?%-l -PI]) IlYnj+m-l -PII 
-c E2 +&+m-14 (i) ; - w?aj+,-1$5 (i) ; 
=& 2 
is a contradiction. Thus, limn+oo 11x,, - p(( = 0, completing the proof of Lemma 3. I 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
Now we prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : E --f ZE be a multivallletl 
$-hemicontractive operator with bounded range. Suppose {a,}, {b,}, {cn} and {a;}, {hi,}. {c$ } 
are real sequences in [O, 11 satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) a, + b, + c, = aI, + bk + CL = 1, for all n E N; 
(ii) lim n-o3 b, = lim,,, b& = limn+oo en. = 0; 
(iii) Cr=‘=, b, = oo; 
(iv) c, = o(b,). 
For arbitrary ~1, ~1, wr E E, define the sequence {zn}~=i by 
where {~~}?=i, {vn}~=i are arbitrary bounded sequences in E. Then {x,}?& converges strong]\, 
to the unique fixed point of T. 
PROOF. Since T is a &hemicontractive, then the fixed point set F(T) of T is nonempty. Let 
p E F(T), i.e., p E Tp. We will show that p is the unique fixed point of T. Suppose there exists 
q E F(T) such that q # p. That is, I/p - 411 > 0. Then d( I(p - qlj) > 0 since 4 is strictly increasing 
with 4(O) = 0. Hence, 
4 (IIP - Qll) IIP - Q/I > 0. 
From (l), let < = p E Tp, 77 = q E Tq, then 
IIP - q/l2 = (E - 11. J(P - Q)) 5 IIP - 41r - NP - 4)llP - 4/l. 
i.e., $(1/p - q/[)[[p - q/l 5 0, contradicting (8). Thus, p is the unique fixed point of T. Simc 
C n= o(b,), then there exists a real sequence {kn},M=r in [0, +oo) such that c, = k,b, and 
lim,,, k, = 0. From lim,,, k, = 0, there exists a natural number NC, for all n 2 A;,, n E 3. 
such that 0 5 k, < 1. Denote dc = max{ki, kz, . 1 k ~,,l}. ThenforallnEW,O<k,<d~<~~. 
Hence, c, = k,b, 5 o&b, for all n E W. Let {z,}~!i, {yn}rzl be the multivalued Ishikawa 
iterative sequences errors defined by (7). S ince T has a bounded range, we set, 
dl = SUP {[I( - q/l : 2, y E E, 5 E TX, 77 E Ty}+su~{llu, - PII : n E N)+=P {Ilw - PII : n E Ni 
Obviously, di < foe. Next, we will prove that for all n E N, 115, - pll < cl1 + j/z1 - pll t do. 111 
fact, for n = 1, the above inequality is clearly right. 
Assume the inequality is true for n = k. Then, for n = k $1, there exists nk E Tyk, such that 
~htl - Pii = (bkzk -t bk% + ckuk -PI/ 
= ibkbk -P) + bk(qk -P) + ck(uk - P)/) 
5 aklbk - PII + bklhk - PII + ck/bk - PII 
<_ ak[& + 1(x1 - Pl( + do] + bkdl + Ckdl 
= dl + m[Ixl - PII + do 
5 dl + 11x1 - pll f do. 
From the above discussion, we can conclude that the sequence {/lz, - pI\},“=1 is bounded. Let 
Ml = dl -t llxl - PII + do. 
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It is obvious that 11~~ - p([ 5 A41 < +oo, for all n E N. Since 
then (11~ - Y~IIEL is bounded. Since llyn - PII I 11~ - 141 + 11~~ - ~~11, then (11~~ - ~ll},“=~ 
is also bounded. Suppose d2 = sup{ 11~~ - pll : n E P?}. Denote A4 = M1 + d2. Obviously, for all 
n E N, 0 5 k, 5 do 5 MI 5 M < +ca 
Then for each n E N, from Lemma 1, there exists & E TX, such that 
Denote qn = (& - p, J(y, - p) - J(x~ - p)), then (10) can be written as 
IlYn - PII2 I (u’: + 2q II& - pII2 + 24M2 + 2b;qn 
5 JIGI - pII2 + M2b’: + 2c;M2 + 2b;q,. 
(11) 
Thus, from (2), (7), and (ll), there exists & E Tx,,rl, E Ty, such that 
II%+1 - Pll2 = Ilwb + b&l + %%I - Pll2 
=Ila,(x,-P)+b,(77n-Pp)+cn(‘1L,-Pp)l12 
IafJlGl- PII + wh(%l -P) + G,(%l -P), J(Ga+1 -P)) 
=~~llxn - PII + 2&(77n -p, J(yn -P)) + 2b,(7h -p, J(x,+1 - p) 
- J(Yn - P)) + 2%(%x - p, J(Xn+l - p)) (12) 
l4llxn - Pll2 + 2bn [IlYn - pII2 - (b(llYn - PMlYn - Pll] 
+ %I (rln - P, J( XT%+1 -P) - J(Yn -P)) + 2Gzhl -P, J(%+1 -PI) 
I$JxCn - pII2 + 2bn [lbn - pII2 + M2b’f, + 2~34~ + 2b;qn - 4(llvn - ~ll)llvn - PII] 
+ 2&h - P, J(x,+I -P) - J(Y, -P)> + 2c-nO-4n - P, 4x,+1 - p)). 
Denote e, = (rln -p, J(x,+l -p) - J(y, -p)), then (12) can be written as 
II%+1 - pII2 I (a: + 2bn) 11~ - r412 - ‘h4 (llyn - PII> ll~n - PII 
+ 2b, 
1 
M2b’i + 2ckM2 + 2bkq,, + e, + 2%M2 1 
5 11% - pII2 - %4 (Ilyn - PII) llyn - PII + M2b: 
+ 2b, [M2b’i + 2ckM2 + 2bkq, + e,] + 2k,b,M2 
= llxn - pII2 - %x4 (Ilyn - PII) ll~n - PII 
+ b, [M2b, + 2M2b’; + 4ckM2 + 4bkq,, + 2e, + 2k,M2] . 
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Let 
A,, = M’b, + 2M2b’i + 4c~M2 + Qbkq,, + 2en -t 2k,M2. 
Now we shall prove that 
lim e, = 0, lim qn = 0, 
n-03 n--Ku 
and hence, Iim,,, A, = 0. Indeed, from (9), we have 
ll(Yn - PI - (xc, - PHI = IlYn - &I II - 0, asn-+ca, 
and 
Ilh-L+1 - PI - (Yn - I411 = llXn+l - Ynll 
5 II%+1 - %I/ + lb?% - Ysll 
= II(a, - 1)xn -i- &Jh + wnll + llxn - Ynll 
I (be + cn)/l~ - PII + bnllrln -PI/ + cnbn - PII + 11~ - ~nll 
L (b, -t c&M + lb, - ~nll - 0, as n --+ co, 
and since E is a real uniformly smooth Banach space, so that J is singIe valued and uniformly 
continuous on any bounded subset of E, thus, 
therefore, 
lim e, = 0, lim qn = 0, and hence, lim A, = 0. 
n--+00 n-+ca nica 
Now we can read (12) as 
/I%+1 -PII 5 II% - pII2 + Lb, - 2b#4lyn -~fl)ll~n - PII, 
where 
lim A, = 0, n-co and 
So from Lemma 3, lim,,, 115, -p/l = 0, completing the proof of Theorem 1. i 
COROLLARY 1. Let E and T be as in Theorem 1. Define the sequence (z,)~& iteratively by 
Xl!Ul E E, 
GM-1 = Ga% + bd’n + cnun, ~J,ETx,; nEN, 
where (‘1~~) is an arbitrary bounded sequence in E, and (a,), {bn}, (G} are real sequences in 
[O, l] satisfying a, + b, + c, = 1, for all n E IV, lim,,, b, L= 0, C,“=, b, = 00, cn = o(bn). Then 
(x,)$TT-, converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T. 
PROOF. It is obvious to assume o, = 0 and ,& = 0, for all n E N from Theorem 1. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : E ---f 2E be a rnult~~~ued q- 
strongly accretive operator with bounded range. For a given f E E, let p denote a solution of the 
equation f E TX. Define the operator H : E -tEhyHz=j+z-TTZ. Suppose(a,},{b,},{c,} 
and i4h NJ, {Cl are real sequences in [0, l] satisfying Conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 1. $‘or 
arkaryzl,Ul,ul E E, define thesequence {xn)rzI byx,+l = a,s,-t=b,~~-t-~~~, 3~~ E Hy,: 
n E W; yn = u&xn + bL& f c&zln, 3& E Hxn, n E N, where (u~}~=~, {v~}~& are arbitrary 
bounded sequences in E. Then, (x,)~& converges strongly to the unique solution of operato 
equation f E TX. 
PROOF. Observe that the range of the operator H is bounded and p is a fixed point of N. 
Furthermore, using Lemma 2, for any x, y in the uniformly smooth Banach space E and for 
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the single-valued J(z - y), the operator H defined by Hz = f + x - TX is also a multivalued 
$-hemicontractive operator, so that the rest of the argument now follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. I 
REMARK 1. Theorems 1 and 2 extend and improve Chang’s Theorems 3.2 and 4.2 in [2] and 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in [3] in its three aspects: 
(1) abolish the boundedness of subset K in E; 
(2) extend to the slightly more general &hemicontractive and #+-strongly accretive operators; 
(3) extend to the more satisfactory Ishikawa iteration scheme defined by Xu [15]. I 
REMARK 2. Theorems 1 and 2 of [9] ( an corresponding references [4,8,14]) are special single- d 
valued cases of this paper. Moreover, the restrictions on {a,}, {/3,}, {u,}, and {w,,} of this paper 
are much more desirable and can be given easily at the initial step without knowing any properties 
of the operator T. Meanwhile, the continuity of operator T in uniformly smooth Banach spaces 
is not necessary and can be dropped. I 
REMARK 3. This paper also extends almost all related papers appeared, such excellent results 
as (6,151 and their references therein in the following senses: 
(1) from single-valued cases to more general multivalued cases; 
(2) from strongly pseudocontractive and strongly accretive operators to slightly more general 
$-hemicontractive and &strongly accretive operators; 
(3) from the normal Ishikawa and Mann iteration schemes studied by Chidume [6] to the 
satisfactory iteration schemes introduced by Xu [15] under more relaxed restriction c, = 
o(b,) than C,“=,cn < 0;). I 
REMARK 4. Since the paper focuses on finding the solution of f E TX by the more generalized 
iteration schemes based on the assumption that a solution of f E TX exists in uniformly smooth 
Banach spaces, the following existence question is still open: can we always make sure that there 
must exist a solution of f E TX where T : E + 2E is a multivalued &strongly accretive operator 
in a uniformly smooth Banach E for any given f E E? 
Especially, if 4(t) = kt, then the open problem above reduces to be the simpler one, the 
existence problem for strongly accretive operator, which has been solved in most cases. It is 
interesting to further the research on the existence for the generalized case on h-strongly accretive 
operator later. I 
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